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:Preface 

Th6 experimental investie;a tion of f orrom.3.gnet,ism is achieved through 

the observation o.f the non.homogeneous nagnetic fields existing on the sur

faces of crystal.a of relatively pure fer·1~omagnet,ic l'OOt.als.. ·:rhase inhomo,... 

geneities are made visible by allow'.i.ng concentrat,ions of fine fori?oma.g

netic particles t.o precipj.·l:;at,e ox1 t.he surface.a. In precipitat.ing, tho 

particles !or:in patterns indicative of tha c.rystalli:n.e structure lui.d mag

netic properties of the ru.el;al being i:m.restigated. 

I't, is the purpose of this pa.per t,o describe various methods of pro

ducing concentrations of part.i;;;les such t,hat desi:cable patterns will bo 

formed by the precipitat,es. 

The author wi~hes to express l1is gratitude to the ra;;;)mber's of th~ 

physics department for their many hel-pful suggestions. I am especially 

indebted to R. I!i. Bozorth of the Ball Telephone taboratoi·ies for supply

ing many pertin~nt periodicals and to Dr .. Alvin v. Pershing who person

ally supervised this investigatton. 

Stillwater, Okla. 

Iiay 1950 

ci.c.K. 
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Chapter I 

Theory of Ferromagnetism 

Diamagnetism, paramagnetism and ferromagnetism are the three ob

served phenomena grouped under the general classification of magnetism. 

The first condition is illustrated by a substance which tends to be re

pelled by the poles of a magnet, the second by one which is attracted, 

and the third by one which is attracted very strongly. Commonly ob

served magnetic effects fall into the latter category for the first 

two are very weak effects measurable only with ~tricate apparatus . 

The condition known as diamagnetism was first explained with much 

success by Paul Langevin in 1905. He used classical el ectrodynamics to 

formulate a theory based upon the solar system type atom consisting of 

a positive nucleus as a sun with a negative electron as a planet. The 

electron revolving in its orbit constituted an electric current and when 

an external magnetic field was applied an induced magnetic field result

ed which opposed the applied field. The result was the diamagnetic 

effect experienced in the macroscopic state . In order to account for 

atoms with many electrons, Langevin had to take an average of their 

orbital radii. Langevin had assumed that there was no interaction be

tween atoms . This eliminates any temperature effects and agrees pretty 

well with experience for it is found that diamagnetism is little re

sponsive to heat . It is to be noted that all substances are diamag

netic for all atoms are of the type Langevin postulated. Substances 

which do not show the diamagnetic condition are under the influence 

of forces stronger than those of this effect. 

1 
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Since paramagnetism is an effect similar to the orientation and 

attraction of two bar magnets , Langevin hypothesized that the atoms of 

substances showing this condition had permanent magnetic moments which 

were not functions of the applied field as in the case of diamagnetism. 

He attributed this moment to odd el ectrons in unclosed electronic shel l s. 

Any electron in a cl osed shel l would have its i:ooment opposed by another 

electron in the shell. The total effect for a closed shell would be a 

cancellation of any external moment. For an odd electron in an unclosed 

shell there would be a net external moment. The orientation of this mo

ment in an applied field leads to the macroscopic paramagnetic condition. 

If the permanent magnetic moment of such an atom is stronger than the in

duc~d moment due to the applied field the net result will be paramagnet

i sm. Since the orientation of the atoms is what produces the observed 

condition we find that the temperature has a decided effect. To account 

for this Langevin used statistical theory, assuming that the permanent 

moment of an atom could be oriented in any direction. Here again no 

interatomic interaction was permitted. 

In 1907 Pierre Weiss extended Langevin •s theory to include the fer

romagnetic effect. He did this by postulating that the atomic magnetic 

moment was not only subject to the applied field but also to a •molecular 

field ' dependent upon the degree of magnetization. In effect the new 

field strengthened the applied field . It is to be noted that the molecu

lar field experienced by any atom resulted from the combined effect of the 

other atoms in the mass . Sir James Ewing had previously attempted a theo

retical description of ferromagnetism based upon interatomic forces but 

was unable to correl ate his findings with experience . Weiss did not at-
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tempt to show the origin of his newly conceived field; he postulated it. 

In this way he was able to avoid the specific derivation of the field and 

to utilize the new concept to correlate known theory with ferromagnetic 

phenomena. 

R. M. Bozorth shows this very nicely by adding Weias•s field to 

Langevin•s equation for paramagnetism, "The resulting equation is per

haps the most important in the theory of ferromagnetism. , 1 The equation 

shows that magnetization still exists even when the applied field is ze-

ro . When proper substitutions are made it is shown that for all temper-

atures below the curie point a definite value of magnetization should be 

realized. 2 As it is quite obvious that iron is not magnetized under 

these conditions Weiss further postulated the domain theory. The domain 

theory assumes that a substance is composed of increment volumes called 

domains which have the saturated degree of magnetization predicted by 

the theory. The reason that no macroscopic magnetization is observed is 

a result of the fact that the domains are completely disoriented under 

normal conditions in the etal . 

Weiss's molecular field assumption made such a good correlation 

with previous theory and observed phenomena that its specific derivation 

was very much desired. W. Heisenberg in 1928 was the first to propose 

an explanation. Using the Heitler-London atom model where it is assumed 

that the electrons responsible for ferromagnetism remain in the same atom, 

he was able to show the existence of a quantum mechanical force different 

1 R. M. Bozorth, Rev . of Mod. Phys., Vol . 19, p . 73, 1947. 

2 Bozorth, loc . cit. 



from the classical forces of magnetism and electrostatics. Unlike the 

latter two, this force does not obey the inverse square law. H. Bethe 

4 

and J. c. Slater supposed this force to be maximum at a certain critical 

distance. The effect of the force is to orient electron spin magnetic 

moments of interacting atoms in some definite direction. As the dis:tance 

between atoms is extended beyond the critical point, the force reduces to 

zero and as it is decreased from the optinn.un, the force not only decreases 

but becomes negative causing the spin moments 0£ adjacent atoms to cancel 

each other. It is assumed that the interatomic distance is twice the 

radius of the atom. With this assumption we consider the ratio of the 

atomic radius to the radius of the ahel l possessing the electrons causing 

the ferromagnetic effect. A result of Slater•s work is that this ratio 

reaches a maximum for the ferromagnetic metals. What this means is that 

the interatomic di.stance :for the ferromagnetic metals is such that the 

Heisenberg quantum mechanical force is a maximum. 

F. Bloch and E. c. Stoner approached the problem of ferromagnetism 

through the use of the Hund-Mulliken model of the a.tom which supposes tnat 

the electrons responsible for ferromagnetism may circulate from one atom 

to another. This method does not account for Weiss •s postulat.ed ·field but 

the theory is substantiated by certain experimental evidence. In eff eet, 

what we have in this theory are many •valence' electrons . These a.re the 

eight 3d and 4s electrons of iron, . aa.y. When the electrons are considered 

as moving in the nonhomogeneoue potential field formed by the atomic nu

clei, the quantum mechanical approach shows that only certain permissible 

energy ranges are allowed. These ranges are called bands and we may think 

of a band representing the possible energy ranges of the 3d electrons with 

positive spins and another the 3d electrons ith negative spins. The eon-
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dition of ferromagnetism is a result of certain relations existing be-

tween the two bands. Theory predicts an atomic magnetic m:,ment for iron 

of 2 . 6 Bohr magnetons whereas .the measured value is 2~2 . 3 F. Seitz, 

writing in 1943, stat.es that until then no reason could be given for the 

discrepancy, The experimental evidence with which the band theory agrees 

very closely arises from the alloying of nickle and copper. Nickle is 

ferromagnetic because its positive band has an excess of electrons over 

the negative . If copper is alloyed with nickle the extra valence elec-

trons of the copper fill up the positive band in the nickle and destroy 

the condition for ferromagnetism. 

Both theories give satisfactory explanations of ferromagnetism but 

they do not agree exactly with observed phenomena. J. H. Van Vleck4 

gives a comparison of the two systems but feels that the final answer 

wil l lie somewhere between the two. He ntions that the intermediate 

case will be too difficult to calculate but that on the whole the quan-

tum mechanical approach gives a satisfactory explanation of ferromag

netism. He expresses his belief in the following words :5 

"If ••• what one desires of a theory is a qualitative un
derstanding of why nature works as it does, and the satisfying 
confidence of having a mechanism which would ••• explain even the 

st complicated phenomena if the difficult mathematical cal
culations could be made, then the quantum theory of ferromag
netism • • • is certainly a success . " 

3 F. Seitz, The Physi cs 2.£ Metals, p. 309, 1943. 

4 J . H. Van Vleck, !!!..:_ of ~ ~ . , Vol. 17, pp. 37, 40-43, 1945. 

5 Ibid. , p.47. 
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Weiss's domain postulate has not received as much praise a~ his mole" 

cular field theory. That domains exist is evidenced by actual observation 

but there has been some difficulty in correlating the different domain 

phenomena. The hysteresis curve., F. Bitter•s powder patterns and the 

Barkhausen effect are the best known experimental evidences of domains. 

The domains associated with each phenomenon are assumed to have different 

qualities when the indiviaual mathemai:.ical explanations of the observatione 

are given . Even though F. ZWicky6 was able to give an account of the ob-

served hexagonal powder patterns of cobalt in terms of his cooperative 

phenomena, W. F. Brown, Jr.7 in 19L5 made the statement that, tt ••• detailed 

calculations and analyses based on it (domain theory) are of doubtful 

value" . 

Nonetheless, considerable work has been done, especially in the field 

of powder patterns . Ever since Bitter (1931) introduced the concept of the 

possibility of observing Weissts domains because o.f the inhomogeneities in 

the magnetic field re.sult:ing from the domains, important advances have been 

made. Probably the most spectacular was made •hen L. Neel using a theory 

of domain structure associated with least energy predicted the existence of 

certain patterns which were observed at a later date . 8 

The general idea of Bitter•s work w s to apply concentrations of small 

magnetic particles on the surfaces of ferromagnetic materials . The particles 

6 F . Ztricky, Phys . ~ · , Vol. 43, p . 277, 193311 

1 • F. Brown, Jr., ~v. 2!_ ~ · ~., Vol . 17, P• 18, 1945. 
8 H. J . Willia.ms, R. M. Bozorth, and w. Shockley, Phys . Rev. , Vol .. 

75, P• 170, 1949. 



have a tendency to precipitate out of the edium at those pl aces where 

the magnetic leakage from the individual domains i s the greatest. The 

effect is an observable geometric pattern which on single c;r-ystals of 

relativeJ.y pure 100tals bears a definite relationship to the actual do

main structure . Domains are not necessarily microscopic entities for 

some have been observed with ~nsions greater than one centimeter.9 

7 

9 H. J. Will i ams and • Shockley, Phys. ~ -, Vol. 75, p . 178, 1949. 
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Chapter II 

Experimental Procedure 

When the author began this investigation his adviser, Dr . Alvin v. 

Pershing, had already done some preliminary work . This consisted of 

mortar and pestle grinding of commercially available iron filings (Fig,l) 

and Fe2o3 (jeweller's roug) in water (Fig. 2) and the observation of do

main and crystalline structure on the polished polepiece of a large 

alnico 5, horseshoe magnet supplied by the Central Scientific Company 

(cat. no . 78329, 5»x5tt) (Fig .. J) , 

It was decided at one of the preliminary discussions that the ob

ject of the investigation w:>uld be a study of methods of production of 

fine particl s which would yield satisfactory powder patterns . To as

sure proper comparison of the ability of different materials to fonn 

patterns, it was further agreed that the polished pole of the above

mentioned magnet would be used a a ;;,tandard (Figs . 4 and 5) . 

Since it was obvious that the desired result was the procurement of 

very small ferromagnetic particles, the author first put to us a cone pt 

recalled from previous reading . This was the production of colloidal 

iron particles by pas.sage of a high vol tag arc betw n iron terminals .. 

A demonstration type induction coil was used with its high voltage ter

minals connected to two iron nails thrust through corks in the ends of 

a 'T' tub . The •T1 was held in an inverted position and the horizontal 

bar with the electrodes was filled with liquid which was to act as a me

dium for the colloid. Kerosene and carbon tetrachloride were used but 

both these broke do'Wil under the arc. It was felt that there would be no 



F"ig. 1. Iron filings ground in mortar (3.5X). Fig. 2. Jeweller's rouge ground in mortar 
(3.5X) • 

'O 



Fig. J. The two magnets used as sources of 
patterns for this investigation. 

10 



Fig. 4. Sur.face of magnet (2X) . Fig. 5. Surface of magnet with particles 
(2X) . 

I-' 
I-' 
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purpose in using water as a vehicle for tho fine particles of iron would 

rapidly combine vd th the dissolved oxygen. Since the not result of this 

expi:iriment was a collection of partially oxidized liquids with no notice

able yield of magnetic particles the method was no longer considered as 

a possible source of particles, 

The author then felt that the best m,~thod o.f determining the approx

imate size the particles should atta.in would be to reprdat the previous work 

of Dr. Pershing. Srimll a:mounts o:f iron and :V'e2o3 were ground sept:tratel:f 

in a 25 ml. mortar with water. As had been experienced, this roothod 

yielded particles which immediately upon application to the magnet's polo 

formed pat.terns indicative of the subsurface structure. These part,icles 

were nowhere near colloidol for they were readily visible in the micro

scope at lov1 power. At this point the detriment.al effect of the use of 

water as a medim:1 became a:i}parent. If tho iriedium vra.s not removed after 

making the observ@tion of the pattern it was discovered that the water 

combined wi. th the metal of the magn0t. This caused the polished surface 

to become stain.ed and frequent polishing vrns necessary. This polishing 

was done with a soft cloth and jeweller's rouge combined ,vith a little 

water. It was decided to try mineral oil as a medium to hold the p&r

tic1es. 

Ordinary medicinal nli..Y1eral oil was purchased and the preliminary 

trials xr.ade with this • It was immediately observed th.at thE-o oil was :much 

too viscous to permit the rapid formation of a pattern. Carbon tetra

chloride was used to reduce the viscosity but was found to be unsuit<~d 

because of its extremely hie;h rate of evaporut.io..."'1. The taotion of the 

particles resultL"'lg from the evaporation wa::1 so great that no pattern 

could form on the surf ace. lt was observed, hmvever, that, the subsurface 
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str-t1cture of the :m.a.gaet could be seen in thQ m:..1ss of 1boili.'1g* particl,es 

in the space above the surface of the pole.. This last condH,ion ·was ob-

served with particles of FeS. This experiment showed that it would be 

necessary to .find some other medium with which to reduco the viscosity 

of tlle :m.Lrieral oil to a poi.llt th.at would :permit the rapid preeipi~tion 

0£ the suspended pa.Z'ticles. It would be a further necessity that this 

solvent have a lo1ar rate of evaporation. 

Instead of !olloWi.ll'lg th(t) above-mentioned trend it was decided. to 

.first try something mentioned by I\ilc1(eehan and filmore1. They had useu. 

a true sol (a 1 sol• is a colloidal suspension of a solid in a liquid) 

of Fe;:P.3 in water mixed with a little KOH. No rr.ention o:f the method of 

:preparation was given. An attempt at its preparation was YllQde by grind-
·'.: 

ing some· of the fe:rric oxide in the 25 ml. :mortar vdth water to which a 

little ffaOH had been added. There was no noticeable difference between 

this and the previous trial without the sodiu.B hydroxide, Apparently som 

leas obvious method had been used to obtain the sol. 

A visit to the local ph,,vsieal chemistry department resulted in the 

procurement of a sample of dialyzt1d ferric oxide. This is a brown trans-

parent sol nth particles too small to be seen vrit,h the high power (400.X) 

of the microscope available. Some of· this liquid was applied to the sur-

face of the :magnet and no pattern was produced. Tho liq1_.,14 nas allowed to 
. . 

remain overriight and the following morning there was a sta:ill on the sur-

faee. The peculiar thing about the· stain was that it showed the Sa.m6 pat-

tern as previously seen on the magnet. The conclusion reached was that 

1 w. L. McKeehan & w. o .. Elmore, _thy~. !:.!•, Vol. 46, P• 226, 19.3h. 



the particl sin the colloid were too small to precipitate out but were 

abl to how th pattern when th liqui had evaporated. This, in co 

bination With the previously experienced stain, had produced th ob

served p nomenon. The obvious r sult of this experiment was th t the 

particles can be too small to b of any use• This was later found to be 

substantiate by Elmore2 who sugge t d that the particles should be in 

the upper range of colloid sizes . 

At this p int it was decided to return to the problem of finding an 

oil of the proper viscosity. There h.ppened to be a can of 3-in-l oil 

in the laboratory and as this seem.,d of much lower viscosity than the 

mineral oil it was tried as a medi • It worked very well but there was 

still a noticeable tendency for th liquid to low down th precipitation 

of the particles . The to indicate that only the thinne t of 

oils would b found to b satisfactory. Th be t known e ple of an oil 

with low viscosj_ty and ~ow rate o ... ev.1.poration is kerosene and this was 

the next liquid put to th test. Kerosene was found to be entirely satis

factory. It not only satisfi d vhe conditions of low viscosity and rate 

of evaporation but it was also colorless. Thia was another advantage over 

the 3-in- l oil which was availabl • The latter had a definite yellow color. 

The next important step in the investigation was the discovery of 

Elmore•s3 recipe for the production of colloidal m gnetite (Fe304)• His 

instructions were as follows: Dissolve 2. 0 gr. FeC12 • 4 ~O and 5.4 gr. 

Fec13 • 6 820 (or the equivalent amount of sulphates) in JOO cc . hot wa

ter and add with constant stirring 5.0 gr. NaOH previously dissolved in 

2 W. c. Elmore, ~ · ~ · , Vol. 54, P• 309, 1938. 

3 ~ - , p. 310. 
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50 cc, of water . Filter to remove salt and excess NaOH. Rinse precipi-

t te in filter several times with water and finally once with 0 •. 01 N. HCl. 

Transfer precipitate to one liter of 0.5% soap solution and boil for 

short time . The former precipitate will now become colloidal except for 

part which must be filtered while hot. A drop or two of solution is all 

that is needed to observe pattern • Willi , Bozorth and Shoekle~ made 

a more concentrated solution by using only 100 cc . of the soap solution. 

After one failure tha author was able to duplicate Elmore's colloid. 

It yielded excellent patterns, these being the finest seen up to that 

time (Fig. 6) . The precipitated particles actually produced a lace-like 

design in conforming to the surface fields. Previously it had alwa been 

possible to see the individual particles but in using the new colloid it 

was noticed that the pattern seemed to appear out of the solution. The 

single particle a were not visible . This was true even at 400X magnifica-

tion. 

The Bozorth modification was also tried. As before,_ the first at

tempt resulted in failure but th second try produced an entirely satis

factory colioid. In using this solution it was noticed that the naked 

eye patterns were much more intense but there was a tendency for the 

more concentrated colloid to precipitate too many pa!"ticles. The result 

was a ther:ing of the more delicate features in 'piles' of magnetite 

(Fig. 7). 

The author made one major change in the procedure of producing col-

loids sueh as these. Because no method was available for forcing the 

4 H. J. Wil.liams, R. M. Bozorth, and • Shockley, Phys. Bev., Vol. 
15, 1949. 



Fig. 6. Elmore ' s colloid - Fe3o4 (l OOX) . Fig. 7. Concentrated colloid showing 
piles of magnetite ( lOOX). b-
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liquids through the filter and since many such steps are included in the 

process it was decided that the precipitate could be washed by rinsing 

rather than by filtering. The precipitate was permitted to settle and 

the liquid was then removed by pouring it off the top. Fresh water was 

add d and the proceas was repeated. The final addition was the weak acid 

solution. Thi• change :may have been the primary reason for the two fail

ures already mentivned. 

It is pertinent to mention at this time that both the colloids are 

susceptible to putrefaction. In the cas of the less concentrated one 

definite mold formations were observed after the solution had been stand

ing in the laboratory for a. few days . Along with this was a •mother of 

vinegar' type of structure which ruined the solution for furth ruse with 

the microscope . Long strands of organic material were visible and the 

liquid itself took on a drab brown color in contrast to its previous 

black. The more concentrated solution has been found more stable but this 

may be due to the different soap used. It is to be noted that no mention 

is made by Elmore as to the type of soap to use in "the preparation of "the 

colloid • . In the case of the first failure the author had used ordinary 

liquid hand soap from the lavatory and at th onset it was thought that 

this was the cause of the failure . Dry castile soap was used in the 

second attempt. It just so happens that in making the more cone ntrated 

solution castile soap was used in the failure and hand soap in the attempt 

that was successful . Since the soap is the only ingredient that would 

appear to be able to support life it is assumed th t the castile soap is 

more prone to putrefaction than that supplied for hand use . In a later 



article, Blmore5 mentions that he xperienced ache ·cal deterioration 

of the sol. This pparently accounts for the color change from the 

deep black to the muddy brown. 

In order to understand th method of colloid production used by 

lloore the author turned to the texts of ph ical chemistry. Although 

there ls an extensive literature pertainlng to colloids most of the 

articles refer to the production of extre ,el y small particles in low 

cone tration . This was of little use in this investi gation for, s 

al ady ntioned, it is quite possible to have particles too small to 

for the desired patterns. Certain definitions and other generalities 

were of use, however. Pertinent definitions follows 

Colloid - a mixture containing small particles of the order of 
10- ~ to 10-7 cm. The particles a invisible optically 
but do not form a molecular solution for they do not 
pass through branes. 

18 

Sol - a colloid for d by solid particl sin a liquid .medium. 

Hydrophobic - p rtaining to a sol th particles of which have an 
aversion for the liquid medium used - not gelatinous. 

Hydrophilic - pertaining to a sol the particles of which have an 
affinity for the 1 iquid mediuo used - gel tinous . 

Peptizing - th process whereby relatively large p rticl.es are 
changed to smaller ones. 

Prot cting - the process of coating peptized particles to prevent 
them from coagulating back to their original state. 

These definitions will be used to explain the process used by Elmore in 

forming his col loid • 

• c. El.more, Phys . Rev., voi. 62, p. 486, 1942. 
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First the substance whose sol we want is precipitated by che ical 

means, The rinsing steps are just a means of obtaining a pure form of 

the substance (in this case Fe3o4). The iron oxide is then peptized 

with the weak HCl after which it is protected by the soap solution. The 

boiling in the final step is to assure proper dispersion of the fine par-

ticlea, The filtering removes any particles which were not dispersed by 

the boiling. 

Once this general process was known it was decided to attempt the 

production of colloids using other compounds of ferromagnetic elements. 

The trials were made with various compounds selected because of their 

insolubility in water, In this way it was po,asible to compare the pro-

cess with that used by Elmore. The precipitates used were 1 

Fe3(P04)2 ferrous orthophosphat 

Fe(OH)2 f'errous hydroxide 

Fe(OH)J ferric hydroxide 

FeS ferrous sulfide 

Fe2Fe(CN)6 ferrous ferroeyanide 

FeifFe(CN) ) 
6 3 

ferric ferrocyanide 

Fe(P207) ferrous pyrophosphate 

Fe2(P2o7) ferric pyrophosphate 

None of these formed colloids of the Elmore type. Some became partiall.y 

colloidal but the particles were extremely small and did not yield any 

pattern when precipitated ·on the surface of the magnet. Since most of 

the compounds consisted of particles large enough for the filter to re-

tain there was a large amount of filtrate left from these trials. These 

were permitted to dry and retained for future use. It is to be noted that 

the ferrous compounds were rapidly reduced to the ferric state by exposure 



to th air . This resulted in coll ction of dried chemicals the exact 

formulation of which was unknown. 

No reason can be given for these failures just as none is known 

for the failure of the first trials of the Elmore and Bozorth colloids. 

To eliminate errors due to impurities the following precautions were 

taken: 

Distilled water was used for all solutions and rinsesJ · 

Dried castile soap was used in order to have a known standard. 

Somewhat later in the investigation the Elmore method was tried 
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again . Since Fe3o4 happens to be a hydrophobic sub.stance it was thought 

that the process might only work on similar compounds. The following 

hydrophobic c unds wer used 1n these trials: 

Fe4(Fe(C\)3 

FeO 

ferric ferrocyanide 

· !' errous oxide 

In t attempts some. success in making colloids was experienced but the 

results were o·f little value as far as the investigation is concerned. 

The ferric ferrocyanide became colloidal in a manner similar to Elmore 's 

ost of the precipitate was peptized to the point where it would 

pass through the filter. The trouble with this compol:'.Ild waa that it was 

not magnetic enough to cause the particles to precipitate from the sus

pension or perhaps the particles were too emall . This resulted in no 

formation of patterns . The ferrous oxide did not form a colloid at all . 

Since the only success experienced with the chemical production of 

colloids was the preparation of the one suggested by the literature, it 

was decided that the next line of endeavor would be to return to the use 

of hand grinding methods. 



In previous grinding it had b en noticed th t the finer particles 

remained in suspension for a much longer period than the larger. This 
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was used as a. method of separation. After the compound had been ground 

in liquid, the suspension was permitted to stand and then only the upper 

portion of the liquid was decanted. The compound was then subjected to 

a .further gri11ding after which more liquid was added. The liquid as 

thoroughly mix d with the comp und and the above decanting process re-

peated. This method was found to work with commercially available iron 

(Cenco F-2573-B iron filings), iron sulfide (Fig. 8) and iron oxide 

(Fe2o3) in its two forms , je eller•s rouge and ordinary rust. Figures 

19 and 21 through 24 are various patterns obtained using ordinary rust 

scraped from a weathered iron pipe. The dry rut was first subjected 

to a strong magnetic field to remove any particles of iron. After this 

separ tion the rust was ground using the general method described below. 

The thod did not work well lfith commercially prepared Fe3o4, nickle pow

der or Feso4 (Fig. 9) . Note the lar e grain size in the latter figure . 

Grinding Method 

Use 100 ml. ortar (output as greater with larger mortar) . 

Use 30 cc. kerosene and 2 cc . of desired compound. 

Grind the above mixture for about one minute . It will be 
found that th grindin produces a cloudlike mixture composed 
of particles of all sizes . Remove the pestle and wait until 
it is possible to see the surface of the powder layer below the 
surface of the liquid. Pour off the liquid without disturbing 
the bottom layer of powder. It will be found that the liquid 
cont ins many small particles while the heavier ones have pre
cipitated to the bottom layer. Add more kerosene after grinding 
the powder a second time . Mix the kerosene thoroughly with the 
powder and decant as before. The yi ld of small particles in
ere ses with each step. This is only a temporary condition, 
however, for later on the yiel d drops off and it is more prof
itabl to restart the entire process with a new supply of com
pound. 



Fig. 8. Ferrous sulfide ground in 
mortar with kerosene (35X). 

Fig. 9. Ferrous sulfate ground in mortar 
with kerosene . Note .large particles 

(lOOX). 
N 
N 



When this process was tri d with the first three compounds men

tioned above a very satisfactory yield resulted. In the case of the 

iron 20 grams of filings yielded nearly one full gram of fine particles 

with less than one half hour of grinding. 'V en you consider that this 

gram will make about 100 ml. of pattern- forming mixture and that only 

one drop is us data time, it can bes en that the process is quite 

satisfactory. Why the yield is nearly zero with the other three sub

stances mentioned is not known. After even longer periods of grinding 

it was found that- th particles precipitated quickly and none were 

smal l enough to be supported by the liquid. 

One addition should be made in the above ethod when strongly 

ferromagnetic substances are used. It was found that the larger par

ticl es could be precipitated much more rapidl y than with gravity alone 

if the clouded mixture was put in a strong magnetic field. Immediately 

after grinding the entire mortar was placed upon the pole of the same 

magnet used for observation. It was found that there was practically 

an immediate precipitation of the larger particles . If the l iquid was 

decanted while the mortar was in this position the magnetic field se

curely fastened the unwanted powder layer to the bottom of the mortar 

and the process of decanting was hastened considerably. After a suf

ficient anx,unt of fine particles is obtained by this method the mix-
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ture of fine particles should be thoroughly shaken and placed in test 

tubes . If the magnetic separation process is carried out again by pouring 

the mixture from one test tub held over the magnet into another test 

tube, there is good assuranc that no large particles will be left for 

the magnetic field keeps them in the first tube . 

The next method of producing fine particles combines the grinding 
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and chemical proce ses describ d p viously. This is a new procedure 

which was discovered when the gri ding method was applied to the dried 

filtrates remaining fro the colloid failures . It should b re em-

bered that these filtrates were originally subjected to the processes 

of peptization and protection. Apparently the particles for d wer 

not small enough to pass through the filter but sox.ae action ' d taken 

place for no sooner had the grinding started when it was noticed that 

the cloudy mixture was much more dense than had been previously ex-

perienced. In fact, it was soon discovered that the mixture never 

settled. The grinding process seemed to be the necessary step which 

completed the process begun by th peptizing an protecting. Sine 

Fe O is quite ferromagnetic the magnetic separation process was used 
3 4 

on the ground Kl.more failure to eliminate the larger particl s . The 

mixtur hat was l e t consisted of the small particles not precipitated 

by the magnet together with a true sol which showed the Tyndall effect 

under strong illumination. The mixtur was permitted to stand for an 

hour or two and this time was found sufficient to permit th precipita-

tion of the smaller particles which formed very· nice patterns with a-

bout the same definition as the original ElJUore colloid. The remaining 

colloid would permit no noticeable precipitation over a period of a 

few hours but when permitted to stand for several days it did yield a 

very fine precipitate . Once this had been collected by careful decant-

ing there was no precipitati n even after a period of month or two . 

The true sol remaining did not form patterns except in the extreme case 

when relatively large amount was placed upon the magnet and left there 

until them dium had evaporated. The resulting pattern showed very 

littl detail for it amounted to little more then a faint discoloration 



Fig. 10. True sol boiled to form 
precipitate (lOOX) . 
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of the surface of the magnet. 

Since the evaporation of the kerosene had left a pattern of sorts, 

the idea of attempting to concentrate the sol in hopes of obtaining a 

sufficient quantity of e?D.all particles to cause a rapid precipitation 

came to mind . No still 1,as available but an attempt was made to boil 

off some of the kerosene from a test tube filled with the sol. Instead 

of the liquid remaining a sol, the boiling process caused tht! precipi-
' 

tation of the colloid particles. hen this precipitate had been col-

lected and applied to the surface of the magnet it was discovered that 

very lacelike patterns were formed {Fig . 10) . These particles were 
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nearly of the colloidal size for when the mixture was vigorously shaken it 

took a considerable amount of time before the particles finally settled. 

The fact that the Elmore failures had responded so well to the 

grinding method led to further investigation. Since th dried precipi-

tates had been subjected to the peptizing and protecting processes it 

was decided to see which of these two steps had the greater effect. 

Fresh precipitates of nickel hydroxide and ferrous oxide were formed . 

These were divided int.o three equal quantities. One group was peptized 

with acid, one was protected with soap and the other was given both 

treatments. The masses were then dried and ground in the usual manner. 

The results for the nickel hydroxide are shown in Figures 12-14 and for 

the ferrous oxide in Figures lS-17 . In the latter case there is no · 

noticeable difference in the photographs. To the naked eye, however; there 

was a marked abundance of large particles in the specimen given only the 

acid peptizing. The grain size of the nickel hydroxide is quite noticeably 

larger in the batch given the s~me treatment. The increase in particle 

size seems to be due more to coagulation than to the existence of larger 
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particles. Without the protecting soap the small grains adhere to each 

other and give the impression of 1 rge size . A a cheek of the power 

of the protecting process rust as boiled in soap water and then ground, 

The result was a near colloid which formed very delicate pattenis as 

shown in Fig. 25. 

During the course of this inv stigation the possibility of producing 

colloids through the use of ultrasonic radiations was suggested. Since 

it is well known that high frequency longitudinal waves have the power 

to homogenize normally immiscibl liquids the idea seemed a sound one. 

A cursory investigation of the literature indicated that ultrasonic wav s 

had the power to peptize small particles6• No specific instructions were 

found, however. It was decided to attempt the production of colloids by 

this method. Permission was obtained to use the ultrasonic generator from 

Dr. Sherman W. Eager. The generator was of the very low radio frequency 

crystal oscillator type . 

A copper can with thin diaphragm of brass at the bottom was used 

a a container. This devic had previously been used to homogenize water 

and ben n • A frequency of 4.50 KC ~ was used t a plate power input of 
-

one hundred watts. The idea of this experiment was to form the desired 

compounds by chemical precipitation while the water medium was being 

radiated by ultrasonic waves . It was hoped tbat the radiation would ep-

arate the particles formed and a colloid would result. Two tri l s were 

run. One with Fe3o4 and the other 1ti. th .!eO. The copper can was placed 

in the oil disturbed by the vibrations of the crystal. The soluble iron 

salts were placed in the tube and irradiated. Then the hydroxide was 

6 K. Sellner, Trans . Faraday~., Vol. 34, p. 1171, 1938. 



Fig. 12 . N1 (OH)2 peptized with acid (lOOX) .• F~g. 13. Ni_(OR)? peptized with acid and 
protected with soap (lOOX) . I\) 

0) 



Fig. 14. Ni(OH) 2 protected with soap (lOOX) . Fig . 15 . FeO protected with soap (lOOX) . 
I\) 

'O 



Fig. 16. FeO peptized with acid (lOOX) . Fig. 17. FeO peptized with acid and 
protected with soap (lOOX) . u, 

0 
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added to form the oxide. Instead. of disporsing the particles it was 

found that. ultrasonic waves had·coagulatod the newly formed precipitate. 

The r·csul t was the procluct,ion of a few large lufil.lJS of waterlogged iron 

oxide. The ultrasonic i·adiation had an effect just, tho opposite of. 

what had been hoped it would do. 

1/hen it was roalized that every compound that had been tried had 

t.howu some tandency to fo:cr;, a pat-tern it. rras decided to investigate 

further. }fi<:Ui.Y com:pounds cf" iron, nickel and cobalt were forme(l and 

thes,i woro tested on t,he surface t,he magnet to see if they would 

produce a pattorn. This was done without. grind.fog for in tho ori;~inaJ. 

trntor Golutions the particles wore :rath::.:r small. It 1tas found necessary 

to thoroughly clean the su:ci'ace of tho r,1agnot to 1'm:1ove all traces o:f 

ke:cosene bsfore any obse:r-vations could be :made. Before tJu.s was done 

the wnt.er solutio:n.s formed globules which were too thick to permit 

visib::l.li ty through the .microscope. l1. pattern due to a cobalt compound 

. h · ' . ~-,· 11 ::i.s s own 1n .tt ig. · • Besides the above mentioned compounds it 'vms als-0 

decl&...,d to try to find a pattern when antimony was us8d. Since the diamag-

netic condition is a. relatively weak one no pattern was observed in this 

case. 

Attention is called to the comparisons represented by Figures 18 

and 19 and Figures 20 and 21. In the .former tllro the pattern due to the 

surface scratches :rr:ay be readily eomi;iared with these features. The pie-

ture with the powder applied (Fig. 19) clearly shows the r:nagnetic in-

h;:;mogenieties o:f the sur:faco.. The major ones are shown by the heavy line 

of particles :and the somewhat parallel li11e ·l;;o the left upon W1 ich no 

rust is deposited. The latter two illustrations show a similar con,:iition 

but, the pattern see:n1B to be due to the cr1stalline structure of the magnet. 



Fig. 18. Magnet's surface before particles 
are applied. Compare with Fig. 19. 

Fig. 19. · Magnet's surface after particles 
are applied. Compare with Fig. 18. 
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Fig. 20 .. · Mu1.gnet• s surface before particles 
are applied. Compare with Fig. 21. 

Fig. 21. Magnet •s surface after particles 
are applied. Compare with Fig. 20 . · ~ 



Fig. 22 . Rust pattern. F'ig. 23 . Rust pattern resulting 
from surface fissure . uJ 
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Fig. 24. Hexagonal pattern ·formed by rust 
(approx. 8ox). 

Fig. 25. Hexagonal pattern .formed by rust 
(approx. 801). ~ 



cludGu in this -'c.hosis. Sinc1:;: Lha fiJl"' is focused crt ini.hdty t,,1:1len it 

thut the it, 

put .:..t in the position norrilally o{.;cil.piou 

Some tremble was experienced w:i th th0 particular r.1icroscop~ us8d. 

It, h~ppcncc:i. to ta a Ca:cl Zeiss student fu.Od(:)l tilth extreme1;)" noticdable 

curvw.ture of field. 

to fo-cu.i::: i'irst. on the c12;nt.cr of the i'iuld and then change the focus -to 

th.u udgeD. 

;.niE'i.,rd.n it,6 focused position. lens tu.be fil)Ved relativE; to t;he base 

under the act,ion of gravity. '.i.'l:.is WDJ; partially correctes:i by incrtiasing 

the friction hatwetm Um !1;-.:,v part,s but t,here i'laB 110 1·oal ,1,g,ssur&1l(K) that 

proper foc:.1s would be obta::i.n0d whon arrJ si:ne;lo !3A'J)osu.re wus :rnado. The 

cu..rva:tu:ce is discernible in Fig. 20 1rrher0 the center is out oi' focus 

~lfhilti 'Ght:i i:,op il;i not. 

'!;he ,;tlcrou0opo had a lOX eyepiece and. otj0ct,ives of J, U, mid hO 

powei• which permitted :m.agnii'ications of 30, 80 and 400 times. It was 



F~ig. 26. Foth Derby camera in picture 
taking position on Zeiss microscope. 
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than the sr;1es.llest 

spect to 

1. li'oth Derby ~'J,1.27 roll fil,n miniature with f/3.5 th1~eE, element 
lens of 2n L 1. size - 3 X 4 mu. 

2. IJrn.emarm. dottble oxter.i.sion cut J'ilr.11 t.ypo with f/6.3 t,hree 
element len.s of 611 f 9 1. t'ictm:·e size - X 4i inches. 

¥{hen photcmicrographs w:ere taken., a black paper cylinder 111uis. taped 

t,o the cai<1.e:ra and the camera was rei;:1ted on the eyepiece of the m.i.c:mscope 

In the case of t,he Ernen:iaru.1 it, ll'ras found -that a counter 

balance was necessary. It was also fmmd that the ini~inity focusing 

raethod cut off pa.rt of tJ:10 circuJ.ar field when the }~rnema.>m was used., 

'.l'his was corrected by ground glass focusing wit.h the lens-to-film 

distance set at, abou~i; foui~ ii1ches. 

1~astimu1 Plus-X panchro:m.at,ic roll film was used in the f'ot,h Derby and 

At i'lrst all negative root.erial was. developed in ,~asrranan DK60a but 

t.hia was found to be far t,oo grainy for tho r,uniatu:re size., The grain 

using X-33 fine grain dev<c'lloper. 

the siibstage mirro:c was used in photographing pa1"'ticles it wru:i 

found that, the illumi..,ialiion .f'ror:1 the 100 watt lamp was far too intense. 

'l'his was remedied by vaI"'JiJ.1.g · ·the vol tar:{e applied to t,he lamp with a yari-

ablf.3 autotra.ci.sf arm.er (Variac). ·rr;xposures of five seconds yielded fine 

negatives when 20 volts WqS ·used at 30X, 30 volts at Box,. >llnd 50 volts 

at 4oox. These are, .of course., only approximations. "fhe bright spot, 

seen int.he photographs taken at 400:X: :magnification ( • 27, 31 and 

32) seems to be a defect in the optical syst,em. 'l'he ·spot appeared on u.11 

nogativcs wherH this degree of magnification vms used and no arrangeaent 



of the light source could be found '!Nherein the spot was not visible. 

Itastman Koda bromide was used for the prints. Glossy surf aced . 

single weight paper Ydth normal (2) and medium hard (3) emulsions were 

found quite satisfactory. 'l'hese were developed in Defender 5S-n, a 

cold tone developer and were :mounted 1..ri th Eastman dry :mounting tissue •. 

11.ll r,iaterials were fixed in J<la.stman prepared fixer. 
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The shadowless equipment pictures were t,aken with the Ernemann and 

one 100 vratt lamp. The lamp was moved during a long exposure to elim-

:lnate BJ.l shadows. Exposure tii:;10 was about one minute at :f/i~5.o .. 

10'hen powder· pattern pictures were being taken the illi,;rmination was 

aupplied by one 100 watt lamp placed 10 cm.. from the magnet... Ex:posures 

with t,he Foth De:rby were of the order of' 5-10 seconds at 30.X and 35-!i5 

seconds qt 80.:R. 

Use was :made of' an RCA EMC-2 electron microscope to determine col-

loidal particle sizes.. t'hi.s inst.ru:n1ent has a nor::r,al mas,:d1'lc.ation of 

5,000~{. The magnification was increased to 15,000X by optical :means. 
i 

1~xposures were made by redu.cing the int,ensi ty to a. point where the image 

was just visible and then exposing '.&~astman Contrast Anti-abrasion plates 

for two seconds. 'l'he plates used were deve1opod in ;OK60a ~t ninety 

degrees F'ahrenheit. No apparent defects resulted from this harsh treat-

ment. 
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Chaptccn" IV 

Particle Size Dotcrnination 

Elrnore1 makes the statement, that tha particles vtlich form the best 

patu1rns are those in the upper colloidal sizes. ·rhis would mean par-

r' ticles of the order of' 10-;} cm. In order to determine the sizes of 

particles produced in this invzistigation use Wl',S mad(,) of both opticc:11 

a.t,d electron microscopes. Tho procedure with tho optical instru.mc:mt was 

to coCTpare the particle:':i with precision ruled 1/lOth and 1/lOOth m.illi-

meter scales (Figs. 27 and 28). Vlihon the electron :11icroscop0; was uoed, com-

parison was made with th.o Dow .580G, lot 3584 latex spheres (Fig. 13). If 

the specimen to be ex&11ined was a true colloid or near colloid the el®c-

tronic instru.merrt was used. For larger particlt?s the light microacope was 

.:found to be satisfactory .. 

The 1/10 1001. scale was also used ar; a n~3.ans of measuring the obs,:Jrved 

patterns. The length indications on the pattern photographs were obtained 

by referring to Figs. 29 and 30 as stand&rds. These were taken ~t the 

same microscope powers as the pattern pictures and were processed and en-

larged in a similar manner. 

Figs. 31 and 32 sho11 two pattern-forming specimens. 'l'hese are both 

hand-ground samples and indicate 'the smallest usable particles obtain~.ble 

with th.is ine thod e Comparison with t,he 1/100 mm. scale shows that the par-

ticles are of the order of 10-4 cm. or one micron. When magnified lOOX 

there is no perceptible difference between patterns forni.ed "l'rH~h thesti par-

1 w. c. Elmore, Phys. Rev., Vol. 54, p. 309, 1938. 



Fig. 27. 1/100 mm. scale used to determine 
particle size (500X) . 

Fig . 28. 1/10 mm. scale used to determine 
particle size (500X) . ~ 
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Fig. 29. 1/10 mm. scale used to measure 
patterns (35X). 

-2.. -10 cm. 

Fig. 30. 1/10 mm. scale uaed to measure 
patterns {lOOX). ~ 



• 1-------t ,o-3 cm. 

Fig. Ji . Magnetite (Fe3o4) ground from 

colloid failure (500X). 

Fi g. 32 . Ferric OXide (Fe2o3) precipitated 
from colloid formed whil e grinding (500X) . 

e:; 
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Fig. 33 . Dow ~atex 580G, lot 3584 used to 
determine particle s5ze . Diameter of 
spheres is 2. 59•10- cm. (15,ooox) . 
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Fig. 34. Particles precipitated .from 
colloid by boiling (15,ooox). 
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Fig. 35. Prussian blue (Fe4(Fe(CN)6)3) 
precipitated from colloid (15,000X) . 

Fig. 36. Prussian blue (Fe4(Fe(CN)6)3) 
colloidal particles (15,0(X)X) . ~ 



Fig. 37. Pattern- forming Bozorth colloid 
(Fe3o4) (15,000X). 

Fig. JB. True sol resulting from grinding. 
of colloid failure . Particles are too 

small to form pattern (15, 000X). ~ 
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ticles and those formed by true colloids . Compare Figs. 25 and 6. 

Particles precipitated fro a colloid by boiling are shown in Fig. 34. 

When compared with the latex spheres we see that they are of the order of 

10-6 cm. These particles are apparently Fe2o3 for they are brown and have 

been formed by exposing Fe3o4 to the atmosphere . The colloid resulted from 

grinding an Elmore colloid failure. Fig. 10 shows the fine pattern ob

tainable with these particles which are almost colloidal. 

FeITic ferrocyanide formed patterns when the particles were large . 

hen an Elmore failure was ground in kerosene particles of all sizes, in-

eluding colloidal, were obtained. Figs . 35 and 36 show which particles 

precipitate after an interval and which remain colloidal in that order. 

Neither of these specimens produced acceptable pattezns . The larger par-

ticles formed visible structures which corresponded to known patterns but 

the entire effect was nebulous. The small particles showed no pattern 

whatsoever. pparently the magnetic attraction for these relatively large 

particles is too weak to cause their precipitation onto the magnet's sur-

face . 

Fig . 37 illustrates the proper particle size for a macroscopically 

magnetic specimen (Fe3o4). These are of the order of 10-6 cm. Particles 

smaller than these which do not form a pattern are sho'W?l in Fig. JB. These 

~~~~~~ 



Chapter V 

Results and Suggestions 

The problem associated with this investigation was the production of 

particles which w0uld show patterns it,dica.tive of the structure of ferro

magnetic materia.13. A general result iS that all the compounds of the 

ferromagnatic elements used (see list. p. 49) were capable of forming pat

terns if the partic1es were of tlw proper size. This size is in agree

ment with the work of Blmore (see p. 40) ·tor particlea of the order of 

10-4. to 10-6 f or:med the best patterns. Dimensions of this order of .mag-

. nitude place tha particles in the almost colloidal and just colloidal 

ranges. Larger particles obliterate the fine structure of the patterns 

while smallor ones do not precipitate out until the medium has evaporated. 

Hand grinding of comrn.~reially. available compounds yields particles. 

the s:mallest of which are about one miei'on. This method does not have a 

very good yield for some substances and for others does not work at all. 

The. chemical production of colloidal .1re3o4 (Elmore type) was the best 

msthod of obtaining a fine pattern. Even though a water medium is used 

there is no staining of the magnet as the protecting soap prevents the 

water from acting on it. This method gave such good results that it was 

tried on other compounds none of which became colloidal of the proper 

particle size •. Grinding such failures in kerosene leads to particles 

much smaller than available by grinding commercially prepared chemiea1$. 

For demonstration purposes the hand grind:ine method is recommended. 

Rust ground in kerosene yields particles almost in the colloid range and 



SU~tt.ances Which Formed Pattern$ 

Iron 

i'errous carbonate 

Ferrous ferrocyanide 

ferric £errocyanide 

Ferrons oxide 

Forrosoferric oxide 

Ferric oxide 

Ferrous orthophosphate 

Ferric orthophosphate 

Fe?Tic pyrophosphate 

Ferrous .sulfide 

Nickel 

Nickel compounds corresponding 
to those 0£ iron 

Cobal.t compounds corresponding · 
to those of iron 
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these form. very delicate patterns. The patterns form immediately upon 

application of the mixture to the polished magnetic surface and the color 

of the rust gives a good contrast for photographic purposes without spe

cial lighting equipment. 

It is believed that better pho'tographic results would have been ob-

tained if a ground glass focusing cam.era with four inch lens had been. 

available. Such a camera together with a microscope capable of forming 

.a flat field would el;i.minate the difficulties experienced with grain, 

nonuniformi ty of i'ield and bQ.lkines.s. 

While this article was in the process of being written other inter-

esting possibilities of particle formation were discovered. Mention is 

made o;f a lovr voltage, high current arc1 capable of' producing colloids. 

Perhaps this method would not 'ea.use the breaking down of the medium ex• 

perienced with the high voltage equipment. M.e.chanieal gr.ind:ing mills2 

as used in industz·y for paint. and ceramic production are also a potential 

source of pattern-forming particles. J. c. Slater3 describes the use of 

.. magnetic recording tape for powder pattern purposes and Kittel, Galt and 

Campbell.4 give a different chemical method ot colloid production· wherein 

particles are formed in the mixture by reduction. Added to these is the 

production of powdered iron slugs used in radio frequency work. This and 

other concepts of powder metallurgy might be found f'ruit.fu~. 

1 J. c. Ware, ~ Chemistry £!. ~. Colloidal State, p ... 191 •. 

2 P.. M, Travis, Mechanoehemistry and the Colloid Mill • 
.....,,__ : -

3 J. c. Slater, Phpies Todal, p. 12, J.anuary 1949. 

4 c. Kittel, J. K. Galt and w. E. Campbell, ~= !¥!!•, Vol. 77, 
P• 725, 1950. 
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